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Web Search 

Introduction 



Outline 

•  History of www and some big players 
•  What are the challenges? 
•  Crawlers 
•  Ranking on the web (not just content) 
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The World Wide Web 

•  Developed by Tim Berners-Lee in 1990 at 
CERN to organize research documents 
available on the Internet. 

•  Combined idea of documents available by 
FTP (File Transfer Protocol, to tranfer files 
between computers) with the idea of 
hypertext to link documents. 

•  Developed initial HTTP network protocol, 
URLs, HTML, and first “web server.” 
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Web Pre-History 

•  Ted Nelson developed idea of hypertext in 1965. 
•  Doug Engelbart invented the mouse and built the 

first implementation of hypertext in the late 
1960’s at SRI. 

•  ARPANET was developed in the early 1970’s. 
•  The basic technology was in place in the 1970’s; 

but it took the PC revolution and widespread 
networking to inspire the web and make it 
practical.  
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Web Browser History 

•  Early browsers were developed in 1992 (Erwise, 
ViolaWWW). 

•  In 1993, Marc Andreessen and Eric Bina at UIUC 
NCSA (University of Illinois) developed the 
Mosaic browser and distributed it widely. 

•  Andreessen joined with James Clark (Stanford 
Prof. and Silicon Graphics founder) to form 
Mosaic Communications Inc. in 1994 (which 
became Netscape to avoid conflict with UIUC). 

•  Microsoft licensed the original Mosaic from UIUC 
and used it to build Internet Explorer in 1995.  
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Search Engine Early History 

•  By late 1980’s many files were available by 
anonymous FTP. 

•  In 1990, Alan Emtage of McGill Univ. 
developed Archie (short for “archives”) 
–   Assembled lists of files available on many FTP 

servers. 
– Allowed regex (regular expression) search of 

these file names. 
•  In 1993, Veronica and Jughead were 

developed to search names of text files 
available through Gopher (network 
protocol) servers. 
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Web Search History 

•  In 1993, early web robots (spiders) were 
built to collect URL’s: 
– Wanderer 
– ALIWEB (Archie-Like Index of the WEB) 
– WWW Worm (indexed URL’s and titles for 

regex search) 
•  In 1994, Stanford grad students David Filo 

and Jerry Yang started manually collecting 
popular web sites into a topical hierarchy 
called Yahoo!. 
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Web Search History 

•  In early 1994, Brian Pinkerton developed 
WebCrawler as a class project at U Washington. 
(eventually became part of Excite and AOL). 

•  A few months later, Fuzzy Maudlin, a grad student 
at CMU developed Lycos.  First to use a standard 
IR system as developed for the DARPA Tipster 
project. First to index a large set of pages. 

•  In late 1995, DEC developed Altavista. Used a 
large farm of Alpha machines to quickly process 
large numbers of queries. Supported boolean 
operators, phrases, and “reverse pointer” queries. 
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Web Search Recent History 

•  In 1998, Larry Page and Sergey Brin, Ph.D. 
students at Stanford, started Google. Main 
advance is use of link analysis to rank 
results partially based on authority of a web 
page (roughly for now: the number of 
incoming hyperlinks).  



Search Engine Wars 

•  The	ba(le	for	domina1on	of	the	web	
search	space	is	hea1ng	up!	

•  Crucial:	adver1sing	is	combined	with	search	
results!	

• What	if	one	of	the	search	engines	will	
manage	to	dominate	the	space?	



Yahoo! 
•  Started	off	as	a	web	directory	service	in	
1994,	acquired	leading	search	engine	
technology	in	2003.	

•  Has	very	strong	adver1sing	and	e-
commerce	partners	



Lycos! 
•  One	of	the	pioneers	of	the	field	
•  Introduced	innova1ons	that	inspired	the	
crea1on	of	Google	

•  Currently	main	business	are	media	services	
(phone,	video	etc)	



Google 

•  Verb	“google”	has	become	synonymous		
	with	searching	for	informa1on	on	the	web.	

•  Has	raised	the	bar	on	search	quality	
•  Has	been	the	most	popular	search	engine	in	
the	last	few	years.	

•  Is	the	most	innova1ve	and	dynamic.	



BING (was: MSN Search, Live Search) 
•  Bing is the second largest search engine 

(about 20% in US) 
•  Owned by Microsoft 
•  Main features media and imaging 



Ask 
(Jeeves) 

•  Specialises	in		
natural	language	ques1on	
answering.	

•  Search	driven	by	Teoma.	
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Web Challenges for IR 

•  Distributed Data: Documents spread over millions of 
different web servers. 

•  Volatile Data:  Many documents change or 
disappear rapidly (e.g. dead links). 

•  Large Volume: Billions of separate documents. 
•  Unstructured and Redundant Data: No uniform 

structure, HTML errors, up to 30% (near) duplicate 
documents. 

•  Quality of Data: No editorial control, false 
information, poor quality writing, typos, etc. 

•  Heterogeneous Data: Multiple media types (images, 
video, VRML), languages, character sets, etc.  



BIG, HOW MUCH BIG? 
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Indexed pages (Google, 2018) 
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Bing, last 3 months 
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Market share per browsers 
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Market shares per web servers (to store, 
process and deliver web pages) 
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Zipf’s Law dominates on the Web 
•  Number of in-links/out-links to/from a page has a Zipfian distribution 

(frequency of pages with outdegree k as a % of the full population N). 
•  Length of web pages has a Zipfian distribution (frequency of pages 

with length k as a % of the full population N). 
•  Number of hits to a web page has a Zipfian distribution (pages 

accessed k times as a % of the full population N). 

– N be the number of elements; 
– k be their rank; 
– s be the value of the exponent 
characterizing the distribution 

Zipf's law predicts that out of a population of N 
elements, the frequency of elements of “rank” k, 
f(k;s,N), is: 



Example: Zipfian distribution of web 
pages in-degree 
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Very many pages with very low in-degree, very few pages with very 
 high indegree 
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Graph Structure in the Web 

http://www9.org/w9cdrom/160/160.html 



THE WEB IS MOSTLY FREE 
ACCESS – HOW DO THE BIG 
PLAYERS MAKE MONEY? 
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Business Models for Web Search 

•  Advertisers pay for banner ads on the site that do not 
depend on a user’s query. 
–  CPM: Cost Per Mille.  Pay for each ad display.   

•  (CPM=(cost of ad) / (#of readers/1000)) 
–  CPC: Cost Per Click. Pay only when user clicks on ad. 
–  CTR: Click Through Rate. CTR=Number of clicks/ number of 

impressions* 
–  CPA: Cost Per Action (Acquisition). Pay only when user actually 

makes a purchase on target site. 
•  Advertisers bid for “keywords”. Ads for highest bidders 

displayed when user query contains a purchased 
keyword. 
–  PPC: Pay Per Click.  CPC for bid word ads (e.g. Google 

AdWords). 

* Impressions: The number of times pages from “your site” appeared in search results,  
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Affiliates Programs 

•  If you have a website, you can generate 
income by becoming an affiliate by 
agreeing to post ads relevant to the topic of 
your site. 

•  If users click on your impression of an ad, 
you get some percentage of the CPC or PPC 
income that is generated. 

•  Google introduces AdSense affiliates 
program in 2003. 



CRAWLING, RANKING ON 
THE WWW 
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– Q: How does a 
search engine 

know that all these 
pages contain the 

query terms?  
– A: Because all 
of those pages 

have been 
crawled 

• 29 



Crawlers 

A Web crawler is a software 
application which systematically 

browses the Web, for the purpose of 
Web indexing. 
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Web Crawler: steps 

•  Starts with a set of seeds, which are a set of 
URLs given to it as parameters 

•  Seeds are added to a URL request queue 
•  Crawler starts fetching pages from the request 

queue 
•  Downloaded pages are parsed to find link tags 

that might contain other useful URLs to fetch 
•  New URLs added to the crawler’s request 

queue, or frontier 
•  Continue until no more new URLs or disk full 



Crawler: 
basic  
idea 

starting  
pages 
(seeds) 

• 32 



Many names 

•  Crawler 
•  Spider 
•  Robot (or bot) 
•  Web agent 
•  Wanderer, worm, … 
•  And famous “instances”: googlebot, 

scooter, slurp, msnbot, … 

• 33 



Crawlers vs Browsers vs Scrapers 

•  Crawlers automatically harvest all files 
on the web 

•  Browsers are manual crawlers (user 
search through keywords or URL 
names) 

•  Scrapers takes pages that have been 
downloaded, and automatically extract 
data from it for manipulation  



A crawler within a search engine (e.g. Google) 

• 35 

– Web 

– Text index – PageRank 

– Page 
repository 

– googlebot 

– Text & link 
analysis – Query 

– hits 

– Ranker 



Types of crawlers 

•  Universal: support universal web search engines 
•  Preferential: Selective bias toward some pages, eg. 

most “relevant”/topical, closest to seeds, most 
popular/largest, PageRank, highest rate/amount of 
change, etc.. • 36 

Universal crawlers

Focused crawlers

Evolutionary crawlers Reinforcement learning crawlers

etc...

Adaptive topical crawlers

Best-first PageRank

etc...

Static crawlers

Topical crawlers

Preferential crawlers

Crawlers



Focused Crawling 

•  Attempts to download only those pages that 
are about a particular topic 
–  used by vertical search applications 
– E.g. Tripadvisor, PubMed, SkyScraper.. 

•  Rely on the fact that pages about a topic tend 
to have links to other pages on the same topic 
–  popular pages for a topic are typically used as 

seeds 
•  Crawler uses text classifier to decide whether a 

page is “on topic” before indexing it 



Basic crawlers 

•  This is a sequential universal 
crawler 

•  Seeds can be any list of 
starting URLs 

•  Order of page visits is 
determined by frontier data 
structure 

•  Stop criterion can be anything 



URL frontier 

•  Frontier: The next nodes to crawl 
•  Crawler start from a set of seed pages 

(initial fronteer)  and then gradually 
expand 



Basic crawler 

– Web 

– URLs crawled 
– and parsed 

– URLs frontier 

– Unseen Web 

– Seed 
– pages 



ISSUES with crawling 

1.  Web Graph visiting policies 
2.  Efficiency (multithreads and distributed 

crawling) 
3.  Ethics (accessing and scraping web pages) 
4.  Freshness of information 
5.  Coverage of the web 
6.  Other issues 
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•  Breadth First Search 
–  Implemented with QUEUE (FIFO)  
–  Finds pages along shortest paths 
–  Important to start with “good” pages, this 

keeps us close: maybe we get other good 
stuff… 

•  Depth First Search 
–  Implemented with STACK (LIFO) 
–  Wander away (“lost in cyberspace”) 

• 42 

1. Web Graph visiting policies 
 



2. Efficiency (1) 

•  Web crawlers spend a lot of time waiting 
for responses to requests 

•  To reduce this inefficiency, web crawlers 
use threads (executions that are 
independent and can run in parallel) and 
fetch hundreds of pages at once 



Simple Crawler Thread 

Efficiency (2) 



Efficiency (3) 

•  Multithreading improves efficiency, distributed 
crawling (multiple computers) is the other 
method  

•  Three reasons to use multiple computers for 
crawling 
–  Helps to put the crawler closer to the sites it crawls 
–  Reduces the number of sites the crawler has to 

remember 
–  Reduces computing resources required 

•  Distributed crawler uses a hash function to assign 
URLs to crawling computers 



3. Crawler ethics (1) 

•  Crawlers can cause trouble, even unwillingly, if 
not properly designed to be “polite” and “ethical” 

•  For example, sending too many requests in rapid 
succession to a single server can amount to a 
Denial of Service (DoS) attack! 
–  Server administrator and users will be upset 
–  Crawler developer/admin IP address may be blacklisted 

• 46 



Crawler ethics (2) 

•  Even crawling a site slowly will anger some 
web server administrators, who object to any 
copying of their data 

•  Robots.txt file can be used to control crawlers 



4. Freshness/Age 

•  Web pages are constantly being added, 
deleted, and modified 

•  Web crawler must continually revisit pages 
it has already crawled to see if they have 
changed in order to maintain the freshness 
of the document collection 
–  stale copies no longer reflect the real contents 

of the web pages 



Freshness/Age (2) 

•  HTTP protocol has a special request type 
called HEAD that makes it easy to check for 
page changes 
– HEAD method returns (meta)information about 

page, not page itself 



Freshness/Age (3) 

•  Not possible to constantly check all pages 
– must check important pages and pages that 

change frequently 
•  Freshness is the proportion of pages that are 

fresh 
•  Optimizing for this metric can lead to bad 

decisions, such as not crawling popular sites 
who do not change frequently 

•  Age is a better metric 



Freshness/Age (4) 

•  Expected age of a page t days after it was 
last crawled: 

•  Web page updates follow the Poisson 
distribution on average 
–  time until the next update is governed by an 

exponential (Poisson) distribution : 

λ is change rate  
(site-dependent) 



Freshness/Age (5) 

•  The older a page gets, the more it costs not to 
crawl it 
–  e.g., expected age with mean change frequency     
λ = 1/7 (one change per week) 



Freshness/Age (6) 

•  Sitemaps contain lists of URLs and data 
about those URLs, such as modification 
time and modification frequency (to 
estimate age) 

•  Generated by web server administrators 
•  Gives crawler a hint about when to check a 

page for changes 



Freshness/Age (7) 

Sitemap Example 



5. Coverage  (1) 

•  Do we need to crawl the entire Web? 
•  If we cover too much, it will get stale 
•  There is an abundance of pages in the Web, 

but some are useless 
•  What is the goal? 

– General search engines: pages with high 
prestige 

– News portals: pages that change often 
– Vertical portals: pages on some topic 
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Web coverage by search engine crawlers 
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– This assumes we know the 
size of the entire the Web. Do 

we? Can you define “the size of 
the Web”? 

Coverage (2) 



Deep Web 



Level 1- The Surface Web 

•  The web that the vast majority of internet 
users are accustomed to. 

•  Accessible in any nation that does not block 
internet access, even places like China and 
Egypt.  

•  Social media sites like Facebook, 
informational websites like Wikipedia, 
general websites, etc.  



Level 2-The Bergie Web 

•  The layer of the Surface Web that is 
blocked in some nations. Some other 
information is only accessible through 
illegal means.  

•  Google locked results 
•  Recently web crawled old content 
•  Pirated Media 
•  Pornography 



Level 3-The Deep Web 

•  Requires a proxy or two (namely Tor – free 
sw for anonymous browsing) to access. 

•  Contains most of the archived web pages of 
the 1990s Web that did not renew their 
domain names and such. 

•  Government/Business/Collegiate Research. 
•  Hackers/Script Kiddies/Virus Information. 
•  Illegal and Obscene Content (CP, Gore, 

Suicides, etc.) 



Level 4- The Charter Web 

•  Like the Regular Deep Web, but harder to 
get into and more illegal content. 

•  Advanced covert government research. 
•  Most of the internet black market (run on 

bitcoins) 
•  Human/Arms/Drug/Rare Animal 

Trafficking. 
•  Assassination networks , bounty hunters, 

illegal game hunting, and other bad stuff 

 



Level 5-Marianas Web 

•  Lowest known level of the Deep Web. 
•  Named after the Spanish Technician who 

created it. 
•  Extremely difficult to access, users say it is 

the safest part of the internet due to how 
private it is. 

•  Julian Assange and other top-level 
Wikileaks members are believed to have 
access.  



Rumored Levels 6-8 

•  Mostly the stuff of conspiracy theorists. 
•  Level 6 is a giant firewall meant to prevent 

people from going any further. 
•  Level 7 “The Fog” is where various 

worldwide power-players jockey for control 
of PrimArch. Said to be very dangerous, full 
of viruses and such.  

•  Level 8 is called PrimArch and is claimed to 
be controlled by an extremely powerful AI 
(possibly running on a quantum computer).  



Other crawler implementation issues 

•  Duplication: Don’t want to fetch same page twice! 
–  Keep lookup table (hash) of visited pages 
–  What if not visited but in frontier already? 

•  Prioritized search: The frontier grows very fast! 
–  For large crawls, need to define an exploration policy with priorities, 

rather than depth first or breadth first 
•  Availability: Fetcher must be robust! 

–  Don’t crash if download fails 
–  Timeout mechanism 

•  Skip policy: Determine file type to skip unwanted files 
–  Can try using extensions, but not reliable 
–  Can issue ‘HEAD’ HTTP commands to get Content-Type (MIME) 

headers, but overhead of extra Internet requests 

• 64 
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Web page ranking: 
Manual/automatic classification 

Link analysis 
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Why we need to classify pages? 

•  Vector Space ranking is not enough 
•  Queries on the web return millions hits 

based only on content similarity (Vector 
Space or other ranking methods) 

•  Need additional criteria for selecting good 
pages: 
– Classification of web pages into pre-defined 

categories 
– Assigning relevance to pages depending upon 

their “position” in the web graph (link analysis)  
67 
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Manual Hierarchical Web Taxonomies 

•  Yahoo (old) approach of using human 
editors to assemble a large hierarchically 
structured directory of web pages. 
–  http://www.yahoo.com/ 

•  Open Directory Project is a similar 
approach based on the distributed labor of 
volunteer editors (“net-citizens provide the 
collective brain”). Used by most other 
search engines. Started by Netscape. 
–  http://www.dmoz.org/ 
– Now replaced by https://dmoztools.net/ 











Web page classification 
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•  Except for DMOZ, page categorization is 
“openly” used only by focused search engines 
(eg Ebay, Amazon..) 

•  The general problem of webpage classification 
can be divided into 
– Subject classification; subject or topic of 

webpage e.g. “Adult”, “Sport”, “Business”. 
– Function classification; the role that the webpage 

play e.g. “Personal homepage”, “Course page”, 
“Commercial page”. 
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Types of classification 

– Hard vrs. Soft (multi-class) classification 



Web Page Classification 
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•  Constructing and expanding web directories 
(web hierarchies) 
– How are they doing? 
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Keyworder 

– By human effort 
•  July 2006, it was reported there are 73,354 editor in  
the dmoz ODP. 
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Automatic Document Classification 

•  Manual classification into a given hierarchy is 
labor intensive, subjective, and error-prone. 

•  Text categorization methods provide a way to 
automatically classify documents. 

•  Best methods based on training a machine 
learning (pattern recognition) system on a labeled 
set of examples (supervised learning). 



Hierarchical Agglomerative Clustering  
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Strategies for hierarchical clustering generally fall into two types: 
–  Agglomerative: This is a "bottom up" approach: each observation 
starts in its own cluster, and pairs of clusters are merged as one moves 
up the hierarchy. 
–  Divisive: This is a "top down" approach: all observations start in 
one cluster, and splits are performed recursively as one moves down 
the hierarchy. 
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Hierarchical Agglomerative Clustering (HAC) 
Algorithm 

•  Start with all instances (web pages) in their own 
(singleton) cluster. 

•  Until there is only one cluster: 
•  Among the current clusters, determine the 

two    clusters, ci and cj, that are most similar. 
•  Replace ci and cj with a single cluster ci ∪ cj  

“instance” is a web page, represented by a vector (see later) 
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Dendrogram: Document Example 

•  As clusters agglomerate, web pages are 
likely to fall into a hierarchy of “topics” or 
concepts. 

d1 

d2 

d3 

d4 

d5 

d1,d2 d4,d5 d3 

d3,d4,d5 

  



Feature selection in  HAC  

•  Problem: how do we describe a page? 
•  Bag-of-words vector not appropriate in this 

case (page may include off-topic 
information) 

•  Lower number of more descriptive features, 
based on two criteria: 
– On-page (selected features in the page) 
– Neibourgh features  (selected features in the 

pages “pointing” at that page) 



Features: On-page 

•  Textual content and tags 
– N-gram feature (n-gram= sequence of n 

consecutive words) 
•  Also called n-words, e.g. “New York” is a biword. 
•  In Yahoo!, they used 5-grams features. 

– HTML tags or DOM (document object model) 
•  Title, Headings, Metadata and Main text 

–  Assigned each of them an arbitrary weight. 
–  Now a day most of websites bare using Nested list 

(<ul><li>) which really help in web page classification 
(Metatag, anchor tag). 



Features: On-page 

•  Visual analysis 
–  Each webpage has two representations 

1.  Text represented in HTML 
2.  The visual representation rendered by a web browser 

–  visual information is useful as well 
•  Each webpage is represented as a hierarchical “Visual 

adjacency multi graph.” 
•  In the graph each node represents an HTML object and 

each edge represents the spatial relation in the visual 
representation. 

•  Challenge: web pages have templates and only a 
fragment of the content is relevant to the topic of the 
web page 

 



Visual graph representation 
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Visual analysis  

Layout graph 

Content graph 



Features: Neighbors Features 



Features: Neighbors Features 

•  Motivation 
– Often in-page features are missing or 

unrecognizable 



Example webpage which has few useful on-page features 



Features: Neighbors features 

•  Underlying Assumptions 
–  When exploring the features of neighbors, some assumptions 

are implicitly made (like e.g. homophyly: pages point at 
similar ones). 

–  The presence of many “sports” pages in the neighborhood of 
Page-a increases the probability of Page-a being in “Sport”. 

–  linked pages are more likely to have terms in common . 
•  Neighbor selection 

–  Existing research mainly focuses on page within two steps 
of the page to be classified. (At the distance no greater than 
two).  

–  There are six types of neighboring pages: parent, child, 
sibling, spouse, grandparent and grandchild. 



Neighbors with in radius of two 



Features: Neighbors features 

•  Neighbor selection cont. 
•  The text on the parent pages surrounding the link is 

used to train a classifier instead of text on the target page. 
•  Using page title and anchor text from parent pages can 

improve classification compared a pure text classifier. 



Features: Neighbors features 

•  Neighbor selection cont. 
– Summary 

•  Using parent, child, sibling and spouse pages are all 
useful in classification, siblings are found to be the 
best source. 

•  Using information from neighboring pages may 
introduce extra noise, should be used carefully. 



Features: Neighbors features 

•  Utilizing artificial links (implicit links) 
– The hyperlinks are not the only one choice to 

find neighbors. 
•  What is implicit link? 

– Connections between pages that appear in 
the results of the same query and are both 
clicked by users. 

•  Implicit link can help webpage 
classification as well as hyperlinks. 





Next.. 

•  Ranking with Link Analysis (page Rank, 
HITS) 
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